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Hrithik Roshan and Himesh Reshammiya star as two young men with different dreams & ambitions. Roshan's Vikrant is a hardworking and realistic young man from a lower middle-class family. Reshammiya's Harbhajan is an arrogant, god-fearing and confident young man. Both come from middle-
class backgrounds. While they do have some similarities, they have a very different outlook to life. Vikrant has an abusive and alcoholic father and a domineering mother, while Harbhajan comes from a family of police officers, where his father is the station head. Both decide to leave home. In the

movie, there are two friends namely Sivakonaraj, and Suresh. They come from middle class backgrounds. Sivakonaraj is an aspiring comedian, and Suresh, a chemist. Both of them have best friends. Sivakonaraj decides to go to a five star hotel for the first time. He takes Suresh along. On their way,
they run into other people from Sivakonaraj's college. The three of them make fun of them. In the end, they reach their destination and begin to take their meals. The family drives into the hills where they attempt to pick their way through the jagged canyons without getting lost. In the village, they

find a patrol jeep packed with gas and food. They help a young mute boy, Willie, whose two younger sisters have been taken away by the mutants and who has been forced to build the gas jeep to escape. Willie tells the family about nuclear weapons testing. The mutants are responsible for the
radiation, which is coming from the hills. As the family proceeds, the others have been captured. The mutants strike at night, screaming at the top of their lungs and speaking in tongues. Near the next settlement, they meet a man named Bill ( Dan Teti ) and his wife Nora ( Rose Mary ). They live in a

burned out government owned house. Bill tells them of the "curse" and gives them a few beers from his shack, which he claims has resisted the mutants. The mutants also kidnap Bill's teenage daughter whom he thinks is not pregnant so that the mutants can cannibalize her for her baby.
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the the hills have eyes 2 is a hindi dubbed film directed by aditya lahiri. it stars vivek, anil amit, anjali kaljuri, music by vikram sarabhai, lyrics by vikram sarabhai, gavin monteiro, lyrics by vikram sarabhai. the film is a remake of the 2013 bollywood film of the same name. this film marks the debut
of vikram sarabhai. the writer,director and music director of the film are known for their previous works. the whole film is set against a backdrop of the pakistani war of independence. the story revolves around daksh, played by anil amit, a pakistani solider who is in india, on holiday, visiting his
friends, a couple of indian university students. daksh is a patriot, and he lives a simple life. the film begins with daksh going to the hills. anil and vivek want to go to the hills to escape the monsoon rains. they reach the hills in the monsoon season. anil and vivek see a man who has brought his

daughter to watch the sunset. he tells anil and vivek that there is a movement. there are conflicts in the valley. they watch the sunset, and go to sleep. vivek and anil keep a vigil. vivek and anil take a walk in the hills. they come across a young indian solider, daksh, who is on his way home. they
have a conversation with daksh, and vivek and anil decide to help him get to his destination. they sneak into a village. vivek and anil save daksh from being captured. daksh is a pakistani solider, and his orders are to kill the indian soliders. he decides to spare the two of them. vivek and anil decide

to take daksh with them to their village. they manage to return to their village by night, and the villagers kill daksh. vivek and anil go to the police. they find the other solider, and tell him what happened. the police call the other solider's family, and tell them that the solider was killed in an
encounter. his family is heartbroken. vivek and anil are asked to go to the police station. they pay a visit to the other solider's family, and tell them what happened. the solider's family is shocked. vivek and anil go back to daksh's village. the leader of the village asks anil to marry his daughter, and
they find that daksh is dead. the pakistani army come to their village. they beat the villagers, and bring them to the army camp. they force daksh to go with them. he has a change of heart. vivek and anil decide to go to the police station. the solider has a change of heart too. the next day, vivek

and anil are taken to the police station by the army. the army chief wants to know what the two of them have to do with daksh. they tell him what happened. the army chief calls the other solider, and tells him to take vivek and anil to the army camp. the solider does so, but the army chief is furious
with him. vivek and anil are taken to the other solider's house. he says that he and vivek can go. 5ec8ef588b
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